WHAT FLEET MANAGERS CAN LEARN FROM

ELEPHANTS
HOW A JOURNEY TO THAILAND
HELPED SHAPE ONE MAN’S
PERSPECTIVE ON FLEET
MANAGEMENT, HIS FUTURE, AND
HIMSELF. BY JORDAN WIKLUND

Only after achieving trust
will an elephant allow you to
touch it. This was one of the
first lessons Schäfer learned
during his adventure.

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
“An elephant is not like a dog,” Schäfer
says, “it’s a wild animal living with people it’s not domesticated.”
Elephants are sacred in Thailand. They
symbolize intelligence and strength, which
is needed to get through the drought season
- elephants have long been used as beasts
of burden to till the land and help the logging industry move that heavy Thai timber.
This was the first lesson he learned from
his mahout, or elephant trainer. Schäfer
found himself one hour away from Chiangmai, the northwestern state of Thailand, directly west of Laos and a world away from
everything he knew. Schäfer is lead of the
nonprofit FMFE (Fleet and Mobility Management Federation Europe), a network of
European fleet and mobility management

associations and organizations, and he was
about to embark on an all-new type of mobility - the kind that lives, breathes, weighs
more than four tons, and eats 300 pounds
of food per day.
Schäfer describes the awe, curiosity, and
more than a little bit of nerves one experiences meeting quasi-domesticated elephants. As
the elephants and mahout approached his
group, they were told to stay in place - don’t
move, and certainly don’t run.
“You must trust them,” he says, “because
if you don’t have the nerves to trust them,
it will be impossible to work with them.”
Speaking to Schäfer (on pachyderms and
fleet), one fact becomes evident very quickly
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- Schäfer is an adventurer. He keeps a framed
photo of Don Quixote & Sancho Panza in his
office to remind him that, “To change peoples’ minds is a crazy act.” But he says that’s
one of the best parts of his job.
To do so, Schäfer relies upon the same
quality the elephants needed - trust. Schäfer
says fleet managers need to get their stakeholders, staff, and companies to trust them,
no different than how the mahouts led his
group of adventurers to the elephant herd.
“In the early years, you need to fight against
the windmills,” he says.
“Don Quixote is a little bit crazy. But if
you see a big shadow of a dragon, as he did,
you’re not actually seeing the real thing -
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bout 10 years ago, Axel Schäfer was recovering from surgery when he learned
about a fellow German who had been
living in Thailand and making a living
- and living among - Asian elephants.
“He looked a little bit crazy,” Schäfer says,
“but it was fascinating!”
The German ex-pat still lives there, inviting those who would listen to join him in
Thailand, meet the elephants, and get their
elephant “driving” license.
That sounds good, Schäfer thought, sitting
up a little straighter in bed, I should do that.
So he booked a ticket to Thailand.
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scrambling to solve electrification, the supply chain shortage, and how to keep their
people safe and their companies profitable.
In other words, a job for a slightly crazy person.
“You have to take people with you,” he continues, “you need to extend a hand and say,
‘Come with me, I will show you the future.’ ”
That’s what change requires; trust.
Schäfer would tell you that’s what elephants require, too, and look how much
he’s learned from them.

Trust (and the change it can yield) takes time. But first you have to trust yourself.

you need to think about what you’re doing.”
“Mobility is a fundamental right for people,” he says, “and we need alternatives to
offer to people to achieve it. It’s a huge economic factor for most companies - without
mobility, how would they exist? Mobility is
not only using a company car. It’s a mistake
to say ‘we need to change mobility.’ We need
to ask what are we doing, where are we driving, and what are our needs?”

“We need to achieve a model of mobility that’s both economical and ecological,”
he says, “they go hand-in-hand. We need to
achieve a balance, and change will only work
for companies if it’s economical as well. Yes,
fires are burning” - the windmills are turning, if you will - “but companies won’t change
unless they earn money.”
It’s not so similar from where we are in
fleet; across the globe, fleet managers are
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10 ELEPHANT RULES TO LIVE BY
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leet managers can learn a lot from elephants (and a knowledgeable mahout to help guide them). Here are a few tips as
you stampede toward a more efficient career, fleet, and future.

No.1 Provide the right envi-

ronment and everyone will prosper. The fleet manager oversees
rules and processes - it should
be like clockwork, with each gear
working together. Every elephant
in the herd knows its job.

No. 2 Acquire knowledge to
walk difficult paths. You’ll never find a better place without the
will (and willingness to stumble)
to get to a better place.
No. 3 Do it yourself, but do

not relieve others of their responsibilities. On trail, if the elephants
suffer a setback, it’s the mahout’s
job to figure it out - not his or her
charges.

No.4 If you expect trust, trust

yourself. Elephants need to see
you, smell you, and hear you.
Only when you’ve demonstrated
the ability to hold still and trust
the elephant will the elephant return the favor.

No.5 Stay alert - Trust should
not beget complacency. Elephants know they’re stronger
than you, and fleet managers
need to stay alert to keep ahead
of the large-scale challenges that
threaten to overwhelm them.
No.6 If you want to cross a
river, make sure it’s safe. Not all
risks are created equal. Be sure
you know how deep the water is
before deciding to step off shore.
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No.7 Keep things in order. Fol-

No.9 Take small steps but
don’t lose sight of your goal. The
horizon is far and the only way to
get there is to take it one step at a
time. Make a plan and be deliberate every step of the way.

No.8 Use tools to control your
elephant. You cannot assume
those under your employ (or vehicles in your fleet) will automatically do the obvious thing every time.
Use the tools at your disposal to
make everyones’ lives safer, more
efficient, and more reliable.

No.10 Don’t put chains on
yourself. A wise mahout is an untethered mahout. You cannot limit yourself by what’s only beneath
you - you must be able to pivot
(or swim) when it’s time to cross
the river.

low a routine every day. Elephants
need to eat, sleep, drink, and make
more elephants. A good mahout
sets their animals up for success
by keeping a routine.

